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Abstract:

There are noticeably two types of player commitments in video games, one in which the player is forced into a linear progression towards certain values, or a dominant strategy that conducts the players values. But some games allow players to selectively choose their commitments, and the virtual game environment scarcely blocks players from progression their valued end state.

Using a qualitative heuristics methodology, this project developed several prototypes to identify seven key components and its necessary attributes that promotes selective commitment. A game system will be developed using these attributes that promotes commitments to be selective as opposed to forced as a possible solution space. The system will be tested in the form of a board game.

The board game will be interrogated to analyse the effectiveness of the system. The results found that players attached to particular value structures, but players can also switch to different values with the same level of effectance if they desire. This indicates that the system promotes and provides players the capability for selective commitments.

Research Question:

How do I develop a game system that promotes players to selectively commit towards a goal or value that they have chosen for themselves?
Introduction:

There are noticeably two types of player commitments within games. The game may force players into linear progression paths to commit towards specific values, or has dominant strategies that manipulates the players values, especially with games requiring extensive commitment. (Cohen, McClure, & Angela, 2007; Dormans, 2011; Hamari & Lehdonvirta, 2010; Hirsh, Mayeda, & McIver, 2012; Juul, 2002; Lopez, 2006; Mennecke, Triplett, Hassall, Conde, & Heer, 2011; Myres, 2003; Thrun, 1992; Tychsen & Hitchen, 2006).

But some games allow players to selectively choose their commitment. The virtual game environment rarely prevents the player from pursuing their chosen value. This is evident within the communities that form within Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Game's (MMORPG) where players persistently collaborate to accomplish in-game goals. (Barr, Noble, & Biddle, 2007; Cohen et al., 2007; Hamari, & Lehdonvirta, 2010; Martinez, 2011; Mennecke et al., 2011; Moon, Hossain, Sanders, & Garrity, 2013; Myres, 2003; Rollings & Morris, 2004; Thrun, 1992; Yee, 2007).

Commitment is defined in this paper as a long term dedication to a set of self imposed rules that progresses or maintains a preferred end state of value (Barr, Khaled, Biddle & James, 2006, Barr et al., 2007; Hamari et al., 2010; Martinez, 2011; Rokeach, 1973; Sullivan, Mateas, & Wardrip-Fruin, 2012; Yee, 2006).

This project only observes how identity is formed through player actions and encourage commitment, not how social interactions affect the player actions or choice of commitment.

But game mechanics such as dominant strategies may prevent players from commitment to desired values, especially if progression is blocked by the obstructions difficulty if specific values are not followed. (Cohen et al., 2007; Dormans, 2011; Thrun, 1992).

Predesigned character identities or back-stories may also manipulate the players value. instead players often contextualise their actions, forming their identity during play (Mennecke et al., 2011; Myres, 2003; Tychsen & Hitchen, 2006).

This project will devise a system supporting selective commitment as a possible solution space, then test this system in the form of a board game. This system does not outline how to form commitments, but encourage players to commit towards a value in the game that they select for themselves. However testing the full capability of this system will require a longer testing period than the duration of this project.
1 What is Choice and Commitment in a game

Video games are systems that can shift into multiple game states, such as a win or a fail state. The system enables players the capability of pursuing different valued end states.

Yee (2006) describes MMORPG's as online virtual environments that allow interactions between large crowds of players aiming for specific end states. Online games such as MMORPG's often incorporate elements such as narrative, the mastery of various actions and structured progression levels.

Understanding how player values motivate choices and commitment in existing game systems is required to create a definition of commitment. This definition will guide the creation of the first prototype.

1.1 Value as a Preferred End State

For players to choose to commit towards an objective, the objective must present players a desirable value. Juul (2010) defines games as "a rule-based formal system with a variable and quantifiable outcome, where different outcomes are assigned different values, the player exerts effort in order to influence the outcome, the player feels attached to the outcome, and the consequences of the activity are optional and negotiable". Juul highlights that values are outcomes that players act to achieve. The choice of actions convey what value the players seek.

This supports Rokeach (1973) definition of values as an "enduring belief that a specific mode of conduct or end-state of existence is personally or socially preferable to an opposite or converse mode of conduct or end-state of existence". Rokeach (1973) explains that players would expectedly choose the most profitable value. This suggests that a multitude of actions will support a multitude of values. And each value should be considered equal otherwise only the most profitable value would be chosen.

Lopez (2006) identifies how progression mechanics and rewards may lead to satisfying experiences and player commitment. The gradual introduction of gameplay mechanics slowly introduces elements of play and allows players to comprehend and evaluate the value of each mechanic or end state. Practical rewards consequentially introduces new content, increasing the players range of potential activities. Structured increases in difficulty allows players to hone and test their mastery of the game mechanics. However this project questions if progression necessitates the addition of content restrictions to implement player advancement towards their preferred end state during play.

Barr et al. (2006) suggests that values are the players means to distinguish and choose which actions to take. But actions is not the only factor when players choose their value. Salen & Zimmerman (2005) reveals that consequences of actions must have a distinguishable presence and permanence upon the virtual environment. Players must understand what actions and consequences that pursuing a value may accomplish to make a meaningful choice. Rollings & Morris (2004) explains that for choices to be meaningful, they must have equivalent value and players must have the sufficient understanding to select these various choices. But how could values be simultaneously equivalent but incomparable?

Hamari & Lehdonvirta (2010) provides an insight into understanding how game mechanics create value to end states from a marketing perspective. Segmentation divides players according to their valued end state, revealing particular actions that may benefit specific players and what actions they would ignore. Vertical differentiation results in the consequences of end states to be functionally comparable. This would create a value system, a hierarchy of values, that results in low priority consequences to become redundant (Barr et al., 2007). Finally horizontal differentiation results in incomparable valued end states that have unrelated consequences.
1.2 Choice in Progression and Emergence Systems

To understand what type of games can support multiple values, it is essential to comprehend what systems are used in current games.

Juul (2002) differentiates games based upon the end states that its system can tolerate. Emergence structured games support multiple end states resulting from a minimal amount of fixed game rules. However most emergent games do not value or react to all of its end states. Progression structured games have limited valued end states. Often specific end states must be met to progress in the game. This results with a game that can accurately predict player actions and trigger complimentary consequences for particular states.

Dorman (2011) describes progression as a system of locks and keys, keys as the necessary resource that locks require to reach a desired end state. He suggests a feedback loop supporting multiple valued end states that requires players to balance multiple tasks to acquire keys. However having multiple tasks increases its difficulty and does not suggest the advantageous or consequences of reaching the end state. But the system can predict players pursuing these keys if they desire the valued end state. Actions or resources could be considered as keys and locks observed as actants or targets. Without these keys, the players would be obstructed from reaching their valued end state.

This supports Salen & Zimmerman (2004) depicting that meaningful gameplay requires consequential player actions that progresses their goals. Often games have linear progression systems that players invest in supported by its rules and structures. Barr et al. (2007) defines play as conducting activity without a predetermined end state in mind, and progress as committing towards a desirable end state. Because goals are often absent in emergent systems, players would explore the values actions and consequences in the form of play before committing to a chosen values’ progression method. However players often choose the most effortless progression path if the values’ consequences are identical.

There are many factors that lead players to quit playing MMORPG's. Hirsh et al. (2012) noticed four reasons that players believed caused their boredom in the popular MMORPG World of Warcraft (2004). They criticised the games lack of end game content, easy difficulty and skill level, lack of social interactions, and repetitive gameplay.

A lack of end game content is most likely caused by players reaching their initial chosen value, resulting in players having to seek alternative values. Values instead should dynamically shift, requiring maintenance to uphold. Values should also be incomparable so players would not be coerced to specific values. The difficulty of maintaining their value should increase as the value progresses. Players must have time to experiment with different values and related actions before commitment to one. This will prevent players from rushing to choose their value. Players should form a game identity to associate and act in context of the values within themselves, other social actors and the games objects and locations, resulting in increased social interactions. Players must be capable by of agency by utilising different schemas and resources to adapt during disadvantageous game states, preventing repetitive gameplay.

1.3 Player Parameter and Dominant Strategies

How do players decide which value to pursue from multiple choices? Barr et al. (2007) proposes the value system where players prioritise conflicting values determined by its consequences. "correct" values have higher priority, while low priority values conflicting higher priority values are considered "wrong" approaches to the game. If the values’ consequences lack priority, players must instead subjectively judge which values to priorities.

Cohen et al. (2007) investigates how players sought dominant strategies through exploring their values activities and consequences. Once discovered, players exploit the activity to progress their value. This often results in the majority of players pursuing the same value. Dominant strategies are
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recalculated if the virtual environment changes such as different end states, if certain activities change in value, and if there are costs in shifting between activities.

Thruns (1992) soft max decision formula determines game dominant strategies by appraising the values consequences in a shifting game state. Players estimate the activities’ benefits toward the value, then evaluate the value of these activities against each other to chose the best option.

This suggests that players evaluate values by differentiating its advantages. This evaluation establishes the players parameter. This serves as the baseline for the value to be viable. I believe that players also employ the values’ obstructions to design their parameter. If players cannot overcome the values’ obstructions, they must raise their parameter and explore alternative methods, otherwise players could exploit the method.

Yee (2006) indicates that designated roles such as race or classes in MMORPG’s often require collaboration to accomplish difficult end states. However this often results in significantly valuing specific roles as the dominant strategy, resulting in the loss of value for other roles and end states. Ideally the value of all possible activities are rotationally viable, with specific activities suitable during different end state.

In terms of Dormans (2011) lock and key system, players could not adapt to disadvantageous end states if there are limited amount of actions or keys for each lock of value. The dominant strategy would be to pursue the most effortless or versatile lock to acquire. If there are no actions or keys to overcome obstructions, then the protected value could never progress or be committed to.

The first key component for commitment is the preferred end state. It must be selectable without requiring players to impose their own rules. Players would identify what actions against actants are necessary based upon their preferred end state. This also allows the game to recognise when end states are reached and react accordingly. The value of each end state must be horizontally differentiable. This is achieved by having incomparable actions and progression, preventing a dominant strategy.

![SELECTABLE PREFERRED END STATE](image)


1.4 Structuration and Commitment

If games do not have dominant strategies or unequal values, how would they choose which value to commit towards? A comprehension of how the games system provide players the ability to commit to their value is necessary.

Barr et al. (2007) employs an activity model to reveal commitment components. Players would act upon actants to acquire their valued end state, often requiring a resource or tool to act. Because value is limited and can only be expressed through various actions, a lack of resource would effectively restrict players from expressing and pursuing their value.

This is comparable to Giddens (1984) duality of structure. For players to pursue a value, they must practise a structure. A structure is comprised of schemas, predefined actions, and resources, the players acquired progression or resources. Both schema and resources are dependent on sustaining one another. If players do not pursue one, the structure collapses, resulting in the end of the values commitment.

Sewall Jr (1992) develops on Giddens (1984) description of agency as the ability for schemas and resources to be used in different variations resulting in unexpected structures or values. Unexpected
structure are reflective of emergence in games. Players with different values may pursue the same actions or progression if their structures slightly overlap. Values with overlapping structures are both capable of assisting or obstructing another.

I consider that agency is when players are allowed control over the shifting nature of schemas and resources. Players may change their schema method and progression but commit to the same value, most likely to take advantage of the current end state of the game. This would allows players to resolve changing parameters and overcome obstructions while committing towards their preferred end state. It would be unnecessary for players to seek alternative values.

Gee (2007) proposes a projective stance, in which players observes the game system as both the projector and canvas of values. Players may explore and discover the benefits of various values. Players may also divulge and paint different values onto the game world by utilising schemas and resources. Although the projective stance only presupposes predesigned characters and values, it may also include characters and values that players create during play. This is comparable to Sewall Jr (1992) interpretation of Giddens (1984) Structuration theory that agency is the players capability to manipulate their schema and resources according to the games state.

Gee (2007) terms "Authentic Professional" as "a commitment to being in the world in a certain way, with a certain style and operating by certain values". As the result of the projective stance existing within certain games.

However new players of a choice filled emergent based games lack the knowledge to choose and commit towards a value, especially if the projective stance dynamically shift values during play. New players experience a liminal phase to formulate their game identity. They would wander this foreign virtual world in pursuit of understanding its initially ambiguous system and values. Martinez (2011) discover within Second Life (2003) the liminal phases required to develop player identities. She finds that players will develop their avatar appearances, and familiarise themselves with their abilities as they seek what value to commit towards. Players often construct discernible characters during play. These identities that emerge during play are the products of exploration. They are similar to structures that guides players how to commit towards their value. Identities also guide how players would act towards actants of other values.

1.5 Selective Commitment Definition

It is evident that commitment begins with choosing a value or end state to pursue. During the players liminal phase, players would first explore what schema actions or resource progression suits their desired play method. The game system would project values that users experience to inform their choice. However the progression of values consistently shift, preventing players from choosing a value based on a dominant strategy. An identity is formed as players discover what values or actants to pursue, respect or obstruct.

Once a value is chosen, players commit towards it by following the values structure, projecting their value onto the world. By utilising both schemas and resources, players with agency adapt to the shifting game states. Their actions consequentially shifting the game state towards their value. Actions must not have any requirements for use as it obstructs players from commitment. This results in players becoming an authentic professional of their value.

In summary, commitment can be defined as the players dedication to progress or maintain a predesigned or emergent value. While values may guide's the players actions with its structure, it may also form the boundary that restricts players into a specific pattern of progression.

For commitments to be selective, players must choose a value without any coercion by the system. This is essential as it will result in a virtual identity that guides players actions against actants of other values.
1.6 Qualitative Heuristics

This paper will utilise qualitative heuristics to discover what game systems require to support selective commitment. A system will be designed and interrogated based on the discovered key components in the form of a board game. The researcher will observe how this board game system supports participants enacting selective commitment from how these key components function.

Kleining & Witt (2000) explains that qualitative heuristics are a series of explorative experiments as practice based dialectical procedures. This paper will experiment with various prototypes that expand upon previous discoveries. Using these prototypes, this paper will attempt to identify specific patterns or attributes that components require to support selective commitment. The researcher and three other player participants will interrogate each board game to provide different perspectives from their subjective play methods. The researcher will interpret the data gathered from the participants play methods. The qualitative data gathered from these interrogations will assist in discovering the key components of selective commitments.

Kleining & Witt (2000) discloses the four rules of qualitative heuristics methodology. The researcher will be flexible to emergent key components and attribute discoveries. The research topic will also flexible and the focus could change if necessary. During interrogations, different perspectives are necessary for revealing the prototypes potential and to avoid researcher bias. And the research will focus on finding similarities such as key components and its necessary attributes to be tested and confirm its legitimacy.

This paper focuses upon how players first explore their value choices through experimentation, then exploit the values structure to commit towards it. The paper will explore how the games system provide player agency to adjust their schemas and resources for the same value once committed, preventing players from hopping into different values when the current game state becomes disadvantageous.

The project will cyclically design and develop board game prototypes in a practice based research format. The board games are designed to uncover what components and its necessary attributes are required for games to enable selective commitment. A system will be designed based on the components found and will be used to guide the creation of the final board game.
2 Board Game Prototype 1

The thesis will provide a summary of the prototypes mechanics, interrogation results and how the discovered key component inspired the next prototype.

2.1 Prototype 1 Summary

The first board game prototype focused on character progression by utilising a skill development chart. The prototype follows similar concepts to computer games skill levels that determines successful actions. The player's objective is to acquire story tokens by completing the quests written on cards in the game world.

Players begin by selecting their main actions and trait portraying their strengths and weaknesses. Story tokens are obtained by completing card events found in the game world or created by the player. This results in arbitrarily scattered predetermined events as players choose which quest to take. Players progress by acquiring environmental objects that would change their skill level. This encourages players to specific actions and identity to acquire story tokens.

![Prototype 1 Image](image_url)

Figure: 2. Lai, Chun Ting. (2015). First prototype. (Photograph).

2.2 Prototype 1 Interrogation

It was apparent that complex statistics in a board game lead to some confusion that reduced over time. This confusion obstructed players from visualising the narrative events from the interactive abstractions. This lead to the investigation of the obstruction and progressions role in commitments.

As players enjoyed collecting story tokens. Players focused on planning game strategies that optimised the game world with environmental objects that improved their actions. Players also used environmental objects that disadvantaged other player activities in different areas. This resulted in the game encouraging co-operation or competition between players depending on the players chosen actions. As choosing what environmental objects to add or remove was the only agency allowed for players, it is evident that the choice of actants was important for commitment.

2.3 Obstruction, Progression and Player Imposed Rules

Obstructions are an important component of any game as it encourages player activity and agency. However obstructions can incorrectly impede players from reaching their value at all, preventing players from progressing and committing towards their chosen value.
Lee, Yu, & Lin (2007) supports Hirsh et al. (2012) findings of what causes player boredom and diminish commitment. That players quit committing towards MMORPG's because the obstructions difficulty may prevent players from committing to their value. Besides external out of game obstructions that are not in the scope of this paper, a grasp of the obstructions role is necessary to understand how it may support commitment.

Obstructions could be seen as obstacles that reward players with resource or progression when overcome. If so how should resources be distributed while ensuring that the objective is maintenance instead of completion? Dormans (2011) utilises the concept of two feedback loops that affects the flow of resources. Positive feedback loops rewards players resources after overcoming obstructions, while negative feedback loops transfer resources towards failing player. As resources determine the players ability to achieve their value, having enough resources to overcome their obstructions is crucial for player agency.

Barr et al. (2007) proposes that the value of an end state is enhanced by the required progression necessary to overcome its correlated obstruction. Although this suggests that negative feedback loops are most effective to sustain agency for all players, successful players would hesitate to progress and commit further if it only benefits failing players. If progression or resource instead slightly overlaps it could benefit both failing and successful players. However obstructions must fit each values progression level to prevent commitments being blocked.

Obstructions are also the players self imposed rules for value commitments. Martinez (2011) observed that Second Life (2003) communities commits to a stringent behaviour agreement of values and imposed rules. Once players commits themselves towards a communities values, they are bound to act in accordance its structure, obstructing the players freedom. However players are still free to shift their game identity or value even after commitment, but they exchange the progression of their previous value to their new value.

Parker (2008) distinguishes different rules in games and indicates how imposed structures are present. Fixed rules are enforced by the games system such as the consequences of an action. Implied rules suggests valuable actions or values to pursuit but are not mandatory. Parker suggests expansive gameplay exists within implied rules. Expansive gameplay is when imposed rules emerge and are developed by players, creating new or increasing existing values.

Martinez (2011) found that players agree and abide by their created structures to maintain their valued end state. This results in restricting the players freedom and agency to defined boundaries, guiding player commitments to specific values while obstructing them from opposing structures.

Lee et al. (2007) has found that players cannot maintain their commitments if their obstructions are too difficult. Contrastingly Hirsh et al. (2012) found that low difficulty obstructions would also negatively affect commitment. As Barr et al. (2007) proposed that an end states value is enhanced by its obstructions difficulty, players will believe their accomplishments will lack value If achieving an end state is too simple a task. Because of this, Cohen et al. (2007) suggests that players may also discard dominant strategies for a greater sense of challenge if the outcome is evident.

Obstructions are a key component that must add value by providing difficulty. Obstructions should not impede players from pursuing their value. Obstructions must be balanced to control the speed of progression or maintenance. And the rewards from overcoming obstructions should slightly overlap and benefit both failing and successful players.

Obstructions Difficulty Shifts the Speed of Progression

Figure: 3. Lai, Chun Ting. (2015). Key Component: Obstruction Difficulty. (Diagram).
2.4 Linear Progression and Maintenance

Players pursue their commitments by progressing their value. However progression in games are often linear and will eventually be reach. There would be no reason for players to commit if they reach their chosen value. Yee (2006) describes that players value their accomplishments of increasingly difficult obstructions and the accumulation of rewards. MMORPG often utilises reinforcement schedules operant conditioning systems that gradually requires unreasonable commitment efforts to progress their value.

Players would demand higher progression growth as difficulty increases, and can quickly restrict players if obstructions are too difficult or progression is maximised and redundant. This may result in obstructions impeding progression growth. Lee et al. (2007) also found that a disparity between players progression levels would also segment player activity, resulting in a lack of player cooperation. While Lopez (2006) explains that structured difficulty caters to all skill levels and provides a sense of progression, it will eventually either reach an impossible difficulty level or progression will conclude. Instead players should have a choice of obstruction difficulty, where the difficulty of each actant is determined by the shared progression.

Woodford (n.d.) states that player agency are often responses towards difficult obstructions. Game identities guide player agency, how players respond to obstruction. But if the values of predesigned character roles contrast the players, they will not have the agency to pursue their value. The progression system would force players into acting the characters role or value. Emergence is only possible if the system is lenient towards player agency.

Myres (2003) found that narrative and back-story contextualises play and amplifies player engagement. Narrative guides player activity such as game quests and assists in designing coherent themes and objects within the game. However he criticises that back-stories does little to guide player activity and are not essential for play. Instead the valued end states and its structures would subdue any values that a back-story may impose. Allowing players agency to choose their own activity or obstructions would help them choose their own values and develop their game identity.  

Hirsh et al. (2012) found that a lack of end game content resulted in players lacking values to pursue once their reached maximum progression. Because of the linear nature of progression systems often found in MMORPG games, new content updates must have greater value than previous content. Once completed the value of new content becomes redundant as there is no reason to repeat the content, leaving players with no value to pursue. To alleviate this the players valued end state must be continuously updated or difficult to accomplish. However this often results in frustrated players as they either cannot complete the content or complete it and have nothing to do. I question if progression should be linear, achieving one valued end state after another. Linear progression contrasts what Martinez (2011) had observed in Second Life (2003) commitments, in which instead maintenance of their valued end state is as important as progression. Progression therefore should be both the increase and maintenance of valued end states across multiple but limited amount of content or actants.

ACTANTS are a key component that obstructs and provides the difficulty of value progression. For progression to sustain commitment instead of linear finite path. Player must be able to choose various but limited amount of actants, personally choosing their own progression path. These actants would consistently shift in value. Players progress by shifting the actants towards their value and maintaining the actants value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHOICE OF VARIOUS BUT LIMITED AMOUNT OF ACTANTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLAYER CHOICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Board Game Prototype 2

3.1 Prototype 2 Summary
To further explore choice and difficulty, the second board game substituted the skill development chart with dice rolls to reduce the amount of statistics required. The game merges the attack and event cards into one card named actions. To encourage game identity formation, character characteristics and goals were introduced to direct players into selecting specific action cards. This may encourage the pursuit of obtaining new valuable cards and story tokens.


3.2 Prototype 2 Interrogation
Players once again enjoyed collecting story tokens. Players also enjoyed visualising their game identities based upon their chosen character elements and goals. However players quickly dismissed this as they did not find any benefit from following these character elements. This indicated that a response or consequence from player actions will benefit commitment.

Players shifted their attention towards the action cards but their scripted quests were also puzzling. Players would instead reinterpret the action cards descriptions and developed unique emergent narratives instead. How players enjoyed reinterpreting their action instead of picking character elements hints that agency of actions benefits commitment.

3.3 Agency and Consequences
How do player actions show that their values were enforced? And should the players or the system determine the consequences of the players actions.

Sullivan et al. (2012) differentiates between tabletop and computer role playing game quests, Player actions and consequences are determined by the game master in tabletop games, a player that oversees the games events similar to a games system. For players to have meaningful choices, game masters must guide player actions towards valuable end states. Game masters must also allow players with their available actions to pursue their valued end state. Game masters often adjust the game based on player actions to provide a feeling of agency.

Contrastingly consequences in computer games are controlled by the games system. Due to the mechanical nature of computer games, players are restricted to specific predesigned actions and consequences. The computer games system rarely performs permanent or unique consequences as it cannot predict emergent actions.
Tychsen & Hitchen (2006) clarifies different levels of consequences into three groups. The effects of non-permanent consequences quickly end. Limited permanence consequences have a longer duration but will also dissipate over time. And the end state of permanent consequences never change. Non-permanent and permanent consequences both restrict commitment as the current end state is either too fleeting or unchanging. Player will find it either impossible to maintain or progress their valued end state respectively. However limited permanence allows the need for players to both increase and maintain their valued end state from other states.

Sullivan et al. (2012) believes that quests are ideally playable, where players are given meaningful actions and consequently direct players towards valuable end states. Instead actions within MMORPG quests are often restrictive, only having combat based actions to progress a predetermined end state. These quests often provides back-stories that attempts to provide meaning or motivation towards repetitive activities.

Tychsen & Hitchen (2006) identifies that current MMORPG's focuses on internal consequences that affects the character instead of the virtual environment. They criticises that consequences should be external to have narrative meaning. They also evaluate that consequences can be measured by its magnitude, how significantly it impacts other players. A high magnitude consequence may significantly modify the difficulty of obstructions by removing or adding resources.

I believe that consequences instead should have limited permanence in which player actions may shift the games end state progression. Consequences should transfer the progression of one value into another. If values progression overlap, similar actions would progress the players own valued end states. This will ensure that player agency is maintained.

Hirsh et al. (2012) found that repetitive actions causes player boredom in the MMORPG World of Warcraft (2004). This reaffirms Sullivan et al. (2012) statement that having playable activities that provides agency is necessary for commitment. Tychsen & Hitchen (2006) cautions that permanently removing end states as a consequence will result in other players being unable to experience the same value as the game progresses. For selective commitment to persist, a game must ensure that any end states are accessible at all times.

Agency is a key component that requires versatile player actions. Players must be capable of adapting to the current end state by utilising various actions for the same consequences.

**Versatility according to current end state**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action for Red State</th>
<th>Action for Blue State</th>
<th>Leads To</th>
<th>Same Consequence (End State)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Action for Gold State</td>
<td>Action for Purple State</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


For players to commit to a value, the players actions must be identifiable and meaningful. Actions is one of the key components for commitment. The players action if successful must lead to known consequence and end state. Consequences must have limited permenance and overlap between values.

**Consequential Actions**

| Player Actions | Leads To | Resultant Consequence |

4 Board Game Prototype 3

4.1 Prototype 3 Summary
Continuing from exploring player agency, the next board game attempts to understand the relationship between actions and values.

Player actions must be created by matching objects and actions cards with their respective colours. Object cards are also assigned different numerical effectiveness. Because of this only certain combinations and effectiveness of action and object card can be the valued end state.

Instead of collecting story tokens, this prototype utilises an event creation system. The valued end state is to match several groups of three objects with matching colours, then protecting these groups from the opponents actions. The more groups of three objects the players protect, the more cards that players can manipulate using the white dice each turn.

Players could either take objects, give objects or draw more objects each turn. The amount of objects that players can manipulate depends on the white dice and the amount of events players have protected.


4.2 Prototype 3 Interrogation
Although players can choose which actions and object cards to combine to create different events of value, players found that the numerical effectiveness and restricted combinations obstructed them from choosing what value to pursue. This showed how crucial selectable values are to commitment where players choose any actions or value without requiring specific prerequisites. Players instead formed their value depending on what actions or objects are conveniently in their possession.

Contrasting the previous prototype, players developed their identity based on the objects they possessed instead of their actions. Players enjoyed creating stories and identities based on the objects that they possessed. This lead to further exploration on the role of identity formation and how it benefits commitment.

4.3 Identity, Presence and Consequences
Players must choose a value for commitment. The chosen value will determine what structure and actions are required to progress. These actions will be observed and interpreted by other players and shape their virtual identity. But how could a virtual identity benefit value commitments?

Van Looy, Courtois, De Vocht, & De Marez (2012) distinguishes three different types of identification in MMORPG’s. Avatar identification, Group Identification, and Game Identification. Avatar identification is when players are immersed or embody their avatar by shifting their self-perception. Group identification is when players affiliate with other groups or communities within
the game. Game identification is the players relationship such as commitment with the games values and components. They discover that avatar, group, and game identification correlate to Yee's (2007) immersion, social and achievement motivational components respectively. This means that player motivation is linked with having a sense of identity within the game.

Taylor (2002) depicts the player avatar as the digital representation of their body used to interact with the game world. Avatar identity is expressed by the avatars design and choice of actions. He explains that immersion is triggered through avatar interactions, achieving a feeling of embodied presence within the game world. He discusses the importance of interacting with other players to achieve embodied co-presence.

This correlates with Tychsen & Hitchen (2006) idea that external consequences are necessary for emergent stories to appear. Time and place appears static in current MMORPG's because player actions often lack external consequences. Players can only seek values that are internal within their avatars such as level progression. Mennecke et al. (2011) explains that player avatars mediate player communication and intentions. The game world provides context to the avatars actions, what they are projecting their value towards. Players must feel that their the actions of their avatar expresses their external valued consequences. This will result with improved immersion and motivation towards their committed value.

Lee et al. (2007) found that avatars in MMORPG's have fragile presence and co-presence if they lack the capability to create external consequences. The co-presence of other players vanish when they are absent. Mennecke et al. (2011) describes that co-presence is when players are aware that other players share their game world. Taylor (2002) supports that players experience co-presence from the presence of another visual avatar or their past activities. This encourages players into embodying and projecting their values towards the game world. Players that pursue projecting their valued end state supports co-presence, supporting commitment.

Mennecke et al. (2011) defines embodied social presence as the combination of both presence and co-presence within the game world. Embodied social presence will increase player engagement, motivation and ultimately commitment. For a game to incorporate embodied social presence, the player avatar will be predesigned with enough agency in their actions to commit to their value. The game worlds actants must support these valued end state that player actions project. Actants would illustrate co-presence as the valued end states that players had projected. This may allow actants to help guide new players how to choose and commit to the actants current end state.

Group identification is also important for commitment. The interactions between group members encourage activity and the pursue of values, supporting co-presence as devotion towards the value develops. I believe players would categorise what values they like or dislike based on group interactions. This will guide what values that players would support or obstruct from other players.

Tychsen & Hitchen (2006) differentiates between fabula and story. The fabula is the players personal experience. A story is a predesigned fabula specifically arranged to compel players towards a directed experience. Stories often compel players to initiate specific events as a character with a predesigned identity in a particular order. Story based quests or structured progression in games obstructs players from developing their personal fabula.

Tychsen & Hitchen (2006) and Myres (2003) considers that players often contextualise their actions during extended play. Because of this Mennecke et al. (2011) suggest that embodied social presence may not necessary require graphical representation such as themes, back-story, or even an avatar. Players could achieve the sense of presence and co-presence from their action and resultant consequences from the game world.

Immersion is experienced by agency of the players actions and consequences, resulting with an embodied presence. Embodied co-presence is developed through the observation of players projecting their value with their actions. Players will speculate other players intentions from their avatars actions. However their effectiveness depends on their own knowledge of the game worlds activities and values. This knowledge develops alongside the players personal fabula as they explore
the actions, actants and values of the game. This ultimately results in the formation of the players virtual identity.

Identity and fabula is a key component for commitment and must be allowed to form instead of it being directed by predesigned characters or narrative. A player’s identity is developed as other players interpret and react to their actions and consequences. This provides players a sense of presence and co-presence with other social agents and the actants of the game world.

**CONSEQUENTIAL ACTIONS RESULTS IN PRESENCE AND CO-PRESENCE**

**THE PLAYERS CAPABLE ACTIONS AND CONSEQUENCE**  

**LEADS TO**  

**A SENSE OF PRESENCE AND CO-PRESENCE**

5 Board Game Prototype 4

5.1 Prototype 4 Summary
Further exploring identity and character formation. The next board game focuses on actions encouraging emergent narratives which shape their game identities. Players would accumulate wealth cards, progress skill levels and influence in the game. The game is purposefully lenient with its rules. The amount of object elements used and how the players explain their actions determines if they are successful.

The win condition is to create and narrate an event using a large amount of object elements. Events have varying levels of difficulty that demands more object elements as the levels increase. Game identities are developed as players narrate and reinterpret the past and new events created. Players must also take control over areas of the game world to create events. Players negotiate over how areas are divided and promotes social interactions.


5.2 Prototype 4 Interrogation
At the start of the game, players decided to establish a basic game identity based upon their existing interests. Through social interactions and interpreting the pictures on object elements, players developed character identities with goals and back-story by contextualising their actions. Players also predetermined future events and consensually agreed to realise them.

The player actions validity was determined by how interesting and convincing the story and actions that players narrated were using their object elements. Players mentioned that their characters personality was formed from their game action choices and that their decision making was based off their game identity. Players also associated specific game objects with their character identity.

Players enjoyed interacting within the game environment and gathering object elements. Although object elements are functionally identical, players attached character values towards specific object elements and made it their goal to acquire them. However these values are emergent and could not be enforced by a computer game system. This lead to the exploration of what advantages that predetermined values should provide.

5.3 Agency and Progression
Committing towards a value requires player agency against obstructions over extended durations. Although actions will lead to its consequential value, values would need to provide advantages or benefits to motivate players to exert the required effort.
Sewall Jr (1992) interprets Giddens (1984) structuration theory, explaining that structures are principals with sets of practices for a specific value which enables player agency. This identifies two potential motivators for value commitments, valued structures that game systems manage and procedural practices that realise player values if followed. But what benefits do players seek in their value commitment?

Progression game systems have predesigned values and embeds players with the intention of pursuing it. This system provides motivation and knowledge to progress. However players of the same value may prefer different practices to progress and commit towards. Because the actions and progress between values overlap, players would want to choose what actions that progress. The players may even progress actions that conflict with their value to obstruct other players. Agency is most prevalent in emergent based games, where the games systems actions interact dynamically with variable values. However this freedom to choose what actions are preferable to their value is limited by the systems affordance.

Woodfords (n.d) found that player agency "requires intention on behalf of the player, motivation for the act (such as longer term goal), knowledge that the act was committed, the ability to make an informed decision and some non-trivial act on behalf of the player." This contrasts Sullivan et al. (2012) description of agency. They explain that agency is players understanding their actions changes the games end states that the system is capable of supporting. Lee et al. (2007) research supports this as they point out that repetitive gameplay elements causes players to stop committing to their MMORPG.

Although systems with versatile action have the capacity for agency, it does not sufficiently motivate agency by itself. Tychsen & Hitchen (2006) has criticised that current MMORPGs's lack meaningful consequences. They believes that consequences, the ability to change the state of the virtual environment, is important in the creation of stories. This supports Sullivan et al. (2012) belief that quests in MMORPG's are not playable. There is no meaningful consequence or unique benefit between different quests or end states. He differentiates quests into task based quests and rule based quests. Task based quests are akin to computer role play games quests that are not playable, while goal based quests are similar to lenient game masters in tabletop role playing games and are playable.

Moon et al. (2013) believes that commitment requires players to "embrace ownership of the game by enhancing their ability to control their game character and to develop an online social identity." They identify that control and autonomy is required for psychological ownership, and can be achieved when players feel that their actions are controlling their effectiveness.

Rothbaum, Weisz, & Snyder (1982) distinguishes between two types of control. Primary control are practices that consequentialy result in their valued end states. While secondary control is the players agency, shifting their practices to take advantage of the current end state to reclaim primary control. This suggests that each end state must be advantageous to each player value to achieve overall player commitment.

**Consequences must be valuable and is a key component for player commitment. Players must know that the consequences of their actions leads to an advantageous end state. Players will progress and take advantage of different practices resulting in player agency to progress or maintain the valued end state.**

**ADVANTAGEOUS END STATES**

![Diagram showing Consequence (End State) Leads To More Effective Actions](Figure: 11. Lai, Chun Ting. (2015). Key Component: Advantageous End States. (Diagram).)
Research System Design

As identified above, there are seven key components that require certain attributes to be met for a game to facilitate selective commitment. To create a board game that may support selective commitment, the project will design and utilise a value shifting system that attempts to combine these key components.


Value Shifting Feedback Loop System

This system seek to present an alternative method of progression and maintenance with interchangeable valuable end state that enables player agency.

The seven key components and its required attributes are combined to form the above diagram.

The valued end state is selectable. The system can support multiple value circles for players to choose and commit. This ensures that valued end states are selectable. Each value is distinctive by what specific actions it supports.

Player actions are versatile. The arrows appearing from the player circle illustrates all the actions that they can use, enabling player agency and action versatility.

Choice and limitation of actants. Players can choose a limited amount of actants to progress their value from either their own or other value circles.

Actions are consequential. Using an action on an actant will consequentially shift its value to progress or maintain your committed value.
Obstructions shift progression speed. These actants will obstruct the players actions with their own actions. Because the effectiveness of these actions are shared, players can estimate the difficulty of the actant as an obstruction.

End states are advantageous. Shifting the actants end state to the players value will also shift the effectiveness of the actions used. The winners actions are boosted while the failing action is reduced.

And finally, actions leads to presence and co-presence. Player actions expresses their intentions and develop their virtual identity. Presence is observed by their actions shifting the game state, while co-presence is observed by player reactions to the shifting game state.

Note that this diagram only presents one instance that these seven key components could be arranged, and that multiple variations of systems supporting selective commitment could exist.

Within this system, the players have agency to utilise different actions on obstructive actants with diverse difficulties to progress their committed end state.

Player actions will ultimately result in progressing their chosen value if successful, as shown by the grey arrows on the diagram. The actions consequences will result in the actants valued end state to change or be maintained. If the actants end state is changed, the effectiveness of the actions used will change according to the outcome. But certain actions are more favourable for specific values. The failed actions effectiveness will decrease while the winners actions effectiveness will increase.

The end states value amplifies from the obstructions difficulty and the effectiveness of the values favourable actions progressing. The obstructions difficulty is determined by what actions it benefits or detriments. As the actants end state is interchangeable, players commit by changing or maintaining the actants end state to their value.

The systems has a limited number of actants and values. This results in players being motivated to choose their own actants to progress their chosen value. If player manage to shift all the actants end states to their own value, commitment will be to maintain this state. However the more actants that need to be maintained, the more difficult commitment will be as players have more actants to defend from their opponents. The difficulty increase as the actants shifts what actions it benefits or detriments.

**Introduction of the Board Game: Lost Avatar**

Lost avatar is a board game that utilises the value shifting system explained above. The objective of the game is to score the most points by having the most area card structures match the structure that the player intended each round.

The theme of the game is that players are competing to shape the characteristics of several areas to match specific structures. How effective players can shape the areas depend on the knowledge card, which changes according to the existing structure of the areas.

**Analysis of Game Components**

**Tokens:**
Tokens are used to mark the current position of certain measurements. Players move these tokens when they change the area cards characteristics, change their score on the player score card, change the effectiveness of actions in the knowledge card, and mark how current structures are formed on the structure card.
Knowledge card:
The knowledge card determines the effectiveness of players actions. This portrays that end states are advantageous. The effectiveness shifts according to the current structure of the area cards. The obstruct max roll area determines the difficulty of the obstruction according to how effective the action currently is.

Area card:
The area cards are actants with interchangeable value structures. This portrays the choices and limitations of actant choices and that actions are consequential. The current structure is placed on the state area on the card. The structure of the area is changed when two characteristics reaches its end in each round. There are four different characteristics each having two different results that player actions can change. The consequential value is determined when two characteristics have reached its end result. The obstruction piece is placed in the obstruction area of the card.
Obstruction Piece:
The obstruction piece changes what actions the actants support or obstruct based on its numbers. This portrays that obstructions shift progress speed. Obstruction pieces are changed at the beginning of each round.


Structure card:
The structure card explains what two characteristics are required to create a structure in an area. This portrays that actions are versatile. There are eight structures differentiated with different colours. Each structure has three different combinations of two characteristics, providing players versatility in action resulting in player agency.


Structure piece:
The structure piece is used to indicate the current areas structure and the players previous or current intended structure. This portrays that valued end states are selectable. The furthermost right structure piece allows players to create their own structure as an alternative play style.

**Red and white dice:**
The red dice determines the level of obstruction that players face when performing an action. The result is then changed according to the obstruction piece of the area. The white dice is used after each player's turn on a characteristic that the current player chooses and has not changed.

![Red and White Dice Image]


**Player score card:**
The player score card keeps track of the player's previous intended structure. This portrays that actions lead to presence and co-presence. It also keeps track of their score, the amount of structures that match the structure that the player intended each round. It also indicates to other players their previous value intentions. The game ends when a player reaches the end of the score card or a group approved score goal.

![Player Score Card Image]

**Research Results**

Following the qualitative heuristics methodology, The researcher and three participations will interrogate the board games system, identifying how the key components enabled the participants to enact selective commitment. Kleining & Witt (2000) proposes that the systems legitimacy would be verified by gathering qualitative data from interrogating this system. The system would be validated if the data collected confirms that these key components enabled selective commitment. The qualitative data was gather by observing how players interacted within this system and if the systems components acted as explained in the systems diagram. The game could theoretically be played with a vast amount of players if there were enough areas and player score cards. But a large amount of players would increase waiting times between turns and worsen the game experience.

During the games interrogation, I noticed that players picked their initial valued structure based on the actions characteristics. This suggest that players initially value the consequences of their actions greater than the end state. Players often stuck to their initial structure, only changing if they found the difficult increased during early rounds. Players rarely changed their structure during later rounds even though they were capable and that each structure operated similarly. The players that shifted to different valued structures was no less effective from the change. This suggests that value was not forced by the system and were horizontally differentiable, indicating that players selectively choose their commit structures.

I believe that players learned to be mindful of obstruction while choosing area cards to progress. Players stuck to particular area cards to avoid confrontation with other players. Players often risked using the white dice to attempt locking a structure with varying success. Obstruction pieces aided or obstructed certain actions, ensuring that all structures could be potentially reached any round. This result aligns with Lee et al. (2007), Hirsh et al. (2012) and Barr et al. (2007) belief that the obstructions difficulty must be equivalent to player progression to maintain agency and commitment. However this also indicates that a lack of actants would result in a lack of potential advantages for certain values.

I observed that players would study the structure card to learn how to maintain agency and control of area cards that were obstructed by other players. Players adapted by moving the area cards token placements to prevent areas from locking, obstructing other players. This indicated that players agency changed how the game was approached, supporting Sullivan et al. (2012) and Moon et al. (2013) suggestion that versatility of actions was necessary for player agency. Players also enjoyed guessing what value structure that other players sought.

Once someone locked an area card with their actions, I found that players questioned their true intent. This lead to an unexpected but interesting deception game. Occasionally the white dice created unintentional value structures, further adding to the deception. This was an unexpected effect of player co-presence, supporting Mennecke et al. (2011), Looy et al. (2012) and Tychsen & Hitchen (2006) claim that identification promoted player motivation and commitment.

In later rounds I found that players began to contextualise their play according to how their actions conflicted. They also become attached to certain area cards values and its characteristics movements. This interest to contextualise play supports Tychsen & Hitchen (2006) and Myres(2003) observation that players would develop their own fabula, imposing emergent values during play.
Conclusion

Player loyalty and commitment is desirable for games where player retention determines the games success such as MMORPG's (Moon et al., 2013). The project identified seven key components and its attributes to support selective commitment. The value must horizontally differentiable to prevent dominant strategies. The actions must be consequential to have recognisable meaning. The consequences must be advantageous to be desirable. Player actions must be versatile to enable player agency. The game must have various choice of actants for various methods of progression and maintenance. Obstructions must maintain a desirable difficulty level and control the speed of progression. And the players actions is capable of developing the players fabula and identity from their presence and co-presence.

The project has developed a value shifting feedback loop system based upon these key components. Progression within this system is to convert actants with interchangeable end states to the players values. The system promotes player agency to adjust their practices according to the shifting game state. The system offers players various but limited amounts of actions, actants and obstructions supporting player agency, a self chosen progression path, and value specific difficulty respectively.

Several limitations restricted this project and notable questions are revealed for further studies. The data acquired from a qualitative heuristics methodology are the researchers subjective interpretation of the games events. There were also a limited number of researcher selected participants that may have influenced the projects findings. Because of this, the system presented in this project may not be the optimal design that supports all the key components and its requirements for selective commitment. Longitudinal play tests is required to fully comprehend the systems effectiveness, such as the average 22.72 hours that MMORPG players invest in the game each week (Yee, 2006).

The current study only examined aspects such as the choice of actions that promoted selective commitment. The projects prototypes has explored the emergence of identities based on visual representation, but does not explore how these game elements affected players choice of commitments, removing them from the final design. Further research could focus on the effects of aesthetics such as the player avatars design and its effect on commitment (Taylor, 2002). Other focuses could be on how groups encourage specific value commitments (Martinez, 2011), and how external obstructions and player personality affect commitments within games (Lee et al., 2007).

Results of game interrogations have found that players attached to particular value structures but players could switch values with the same level of effectance. This indicates that the system promotes and provides players the capability for selective commitments. These results have shown that selective commitment could potentially be designed into a game with the proposed system of a value shifting feedback loop.
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Appendix

Lost Avatar Game Instructions

Start of Game:
Each player receives one of each structure pieces and a player score card. Players choose a structure piece as their intent for the round and hides it face down under their player score card.

The knowledge card and area cards are placed to be observable to all players. The number of area cards are two more than the number of players. Each area cards is given an obstruction piece. Tokens are placed in the middle dark area of each area cards characteristics, on the number one of the player score card, and number two on each action on the knowledge card.

Player Round:
On the players turn, players move two of an areas characteristics as their two action according to the knowledge card. Each action requires that players roll the red dice, limited by the obstruct max roll on the knowledge card, change the roll according to the areas obstruction piece, and subtract the result from the action.

After two actions, players choose a characteristic that has not changed during their turn and rolls the white dice. Move the characteristic according to the white dice. Then the turn passes to the next player.

If two characteristics of an area have reached their end, the area is locked for the round and cannot be changed.
Players then change the structure piece of the area according to the structure card. The effectiveness of the actions on the knowledge card is decreased according to the two characteristics of the previous structure, and increased by the two characteristics of the current structure.
Players can place a token on the structure card onto the locked areas two characteristics to keep track of what characteristics to change when the areas cards structure changes.
When all areas are locked the game moves into an evaluation round.

Evaluation Round:
Once all areas are locked, players will reveal their intent structure. Players will move their score on the player score card according to how many structures on the area cards matches their intent structure. All tokens on the areas are reset to the middle. if no player score card has reached the maximum, players chooses another intent structure piece, puts their last rounds intent on their player score card and begins the player rounds again.

General Rules:
The player cannot choose the same characteristic twice each turn.
Turns are passed on clockwise.
If structures have the same requirement for two characteristics, the player whose actions has locked the area decides which structure it will become.

The project will take qualitative data from the board game, analysing the players intent structure and the resultant area structure for each round. The project will use a qualitative heuristics approach to analyse player commitment based upon whether players recurrently select the same structure, and how often the area structure matches their intent structure each round.